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Electron Impact Ionization in the Vicinity of Comets 

T. E. CRAVENS, J. U. KOZYRA, A. F. NAGY, T. I. GOMBOSI, x AND M. KURTZ 

Space Physics Research Laboratory, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 

The solar wind interacts very strongly with the extensive cometary coma, and the various interaction 
processes are initiated by the ionization of cometary neutrals. The main ionization mechanism far outside 
the cometary bow shock is photoionization by solar extreme ultraviolet radiation. Electron distributions 
measured in the vicinity of comets Halley and Giacobini-Zinner by instruments on the VEGA and ICE 
spacecraft, respectively, are used to calculate electron impact ionization frequencies. Ionization by elec- 
trons is of comparable importance to photoionization in the magnetosheaths of Comets Halley and 
Giacobini-Zinner. The ionization frequency in the inner part (radial distance • 10 '• km) of the cometary 
plasma region of comet Halley is several times greater than the photoionization value. Tables of ioniza- 

tion frequencies as functions of electron temperature are presented for H20, CO2,CO, O, N2, and H. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ionization of neutral atoms and molecules in the extensive 

coma surrounding a comet produces heavy ions which con- 

taminate and mass load the solar wind [cf. Mendis et al., 

1985]. These heavy ions (e.g., H20 +, OH +, O +, CO +, etc.) are 
initially at rest but are picked up by the solar wind in a highly 

anisotropic manner [cf. Ip and Axford, 1982; Galeev et al., 

1985; Cravens, 1986b], which results in wave growth and the 

development of magnetic turbulence [WinsIce et al., 1985; Sag- 

deer et al., 1986; Smith et al., 1986; Tsurutani and Smith, 1986; 

Riedler et al., 1986]. These pick-up ions were observed to be 

largely isotropized near comets Giacobini-Zinner (G/Z) and 

Halley, as would be expected, due to the magnetic fluctuations 

[Hynds et al., 1986; Ipavich et al., 1986; Gloeckler et al., 1986; 

Somogyi et al., 1986; McKenna-Lawlor, 1986]. The long com- 

etary plasma tails are another manifestation of mass loading 

of the solar wind by ionized cometary neutrals [Brandt, 1982]. 

The solar wind cometary interaction process is initiated by 

the ionization of cometary neutrals. Photoionization of these 

neutrals by solar extreme ultraviolet radiation (EUV) has been 

assumed to be the main source of ionization near comets [cf. 

Mendis et al., 1985], although both charge exchange with 

solar wind protons (not a net ionization source but still a 

source of heavy ions) and electron impact ionization have also 

been suggested [Wallis, 1973]. There are indications that 

some ionization source in excess of photoionization is indeed 

required in the cometary plasma environment (see reviews by 

Ip and Axford [1982] and Mendis et al. [1985]). Boice et al. 

[1986] included electron impact ionization in their iono- 

spheric/hydrodynamic model and Kiiriismezey et al. [1987] 

included secondary ionization from photoelectrons in their 

ionospheric model. Ip [1986] and Cravens [1986a] also dis- 

cussed the importance of electron impact ionization. One 

possibility that has been suggested is the critical velocity ioni- 

zation mechanism in which some of the energy of a plasma 

flowing with sufficient bulk velocity is imparted to the elec- 

trons [Alfv•n, 1954; Formisano et al., 1982; Haerendel, 1986]. 

The electrons, if they have been sufficiently heated, can then 

ionize the background neutrals. 
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œhe purpose of this paper is to assess quantitatively the 

importance of electron impact ionization in various regions of 

the cometary plasma environment and compare this ioniza- 

tion source with the photoionization source. Electron energy 

distribution functions have been measured in the vicinity of 

comet G/Z [Bame et al., 1986] and comet Halley [Gringauz et 

al., 1986a, hi. We have calculated ionization frequencies and 

rates using electron impact ionization cross sections found in 

the literature and published electron spectra from the Interna- 

tional Cometary Exploration (ICE) mission to comet G/Z and 

from the VEGA mission to comet Halley. We also present, in 

the form of both tables and graphs, the results of calculations 

of ionization frequencies for Maxwellian distributions of elec- 

trons for a range of temperatures and for a variety of neutral 

"targets" (i.e., H20, O, H, CO 2, CO, N2). These tables are 
used to calculate the electron impact ionization rate along the 

ICE trajectory near the tail of comet G/Z using the results of 

Zwickl et al. [1986], who fit measured electron spectra with 

three Maxwellian distributions (low-, mid-, and high- 

temperature components). Finally, some of the implications of 

the calculated ionization rates are discussed including the con- 

cept of plasma mantle and its relation to the Venus plasma 

mantle [Verigin et al., 1978; Spenner et al., 1980; Vaisberg and 

Zeleny, 1984] and to the cometary plasma region [Gringauz et 

al., 1986a, hi. 

2. REVIEW OF THE PHOTOIONIZATION PROCESS 

Solar EUV photons with energies in excess of the ionization 

potential Isk (for species s and final ion state IC) of a given 
neutral species M can photoionize the molecules (or atoms) of 

that species: 

hv+M-•M + +e (1) 

The resulting photoelectron carries off energy E = hv- Isk. 
The photoion M + may end up either in the ground state or an 
excited final state, and the ionization potential for a particular 

species and ion final state reflects this. Banits and Kocicarts 

[1973], Gombosi et al. [1986], and Huebner [1985] discuss this 

process, and Gombosi et al. presented tables of solar EUV 

fluxes for 32 wavelength intervals as well as photoaborption 

and photoionization cross sections for H20. Kiir6smezey et al. 

[1987] calculated photoionization frequencies for H20 for 

both solar minimum and maximum conditions using the 

tables from Gombosi et al. [1986]. All these numbers assume a 

heliocentric distance of 1 AU. These ionization frequencies are 

reproduced here in Table 1, and they will serve as a standard 
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TABLE 1. Photoionization Frequencies at 1 AU 

Solar 

Cycle H20--• H20---• H20-• 
Conditions H2 O+ OH + H + CO2 + CO + O + N2 + H + OH + 

Maximum 8.70(--7) 1.57(--7) 2.19(--8) 1.77(--6) 1.12(--6) 7.01(--7) 8.82(--7) 9.6(--8) 2-3.5(--7) 
Minimum 3.19(-- 7) 5.48(-- 8) 7.31(-- 9) 6.04(-- 7) 3.87(-- 7) 2.38(-- 7) 3.06(-- 7) 5.5(-- 8) 

Units s -x. The information for CO2 +, CO +, O +, and N2 + was taken from Torr and Torr [1985], for 
H + from Huebner [1985], and for OH + from Wallis [1973]. When the product ion is not the same as the 
parent neutral molecule, it is so indicated. Read 8.70(-7)as 8.70 x 10-7. 

of comparison for the electron impact ionization frequencies 

presented later. 

The photoionization frequencies for O at solar minimum 
and solar maximum are 2.4 x 10-7 s- • and 7 x 10 -7 s-1 

respectively, and for H are 5.5 x 10 -s s-1 and 9.6 x 10 -• 
s-1, respectively [Banks and Kockarts, 1973; Huebner, 1985]. 
The frequencies for OH are in the range 2-3.5 x 10-7 s-1 [cf. 
Wallis, 1973]. 

3. REVIEW OF THE CHARGE EXCHANGE PROCESS 

The charge exchange, or transfer, process is not a net source 

of ionization in that electrons are not produced. However, the 

charge exchange of solar wind protons with heavy cometary 

neutrals (species M) does contribute, in the same manner as 

4. ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION CROSS SECTIONS 

The electron impact ionization process for species M can be 

represented as 

e+M--•M + +e+e (3) 

where the energy of the incident electron must exceed the 

ionization potential lsk. The secondary electrons generated by 

this process have energies equal to the incident energy minus 

the ionization potential, and these electrons (as well as tertiary 

electrons) can also ionize neutrals if they are sufficiently ener- 

getic. The ionization cross sections and the branching ratios 

for the ion final states used in this paper for H20, O, H, CO 2, 
CO, and N 2 were taken from the references listed in Table 3a. 
References to the original experimental data can be found in 

photoionization, to the contamination and mass loading of these references. Total ionization cross sections are plotted 
the solar wind [Wallis, 1973]' versus incident electron energy in Figure 1. Table 3b lists the 

H + +M--•H+M + (2) 

Charge exchange of solar wind protons with cometary H in 

the supersonic solar wind does not "mass load" the flow but 

does affect the dynamics by heating the plasma; the picked-up 

H + ions initially move in cycloidal trajectories and are hotter 
than the solar wind protons that they have replaced. On the 

other hand, in the shocked, subsonic solar wind this same 

process cools the plasma since the replacement protons are 

slower than the shocked solar wind protons. Similarly, charge 

transfer of heavy pick-up ions with cometary neutrals in 

shocked subsonic solar wind cools the plasma and therefore 

has dynamical effects [Galeev et al., 1985]. 

Wallis [1973] estimated charge transfer rates (frequencies) 

for typical solar wind conditions with an average flux of 

<nv) = 3 x l0 s cm-2 S-1. We estimate very similar charge 
transfer rates which are shown in Table 2 and are all roughly 

5 x 10-7 s-1, which is comparable to typical photoionization 
frequencies for 1 AU at solar minimum. However, for solar 

maximum, photoionization rates are considerably larger than 

charge transfer rates for typical solar wind parameters. 

TABLE 2. Charge Exchange 

Cross 

Section, Frequency,* 
Species cm 2 Source s- x 

H 2 x 10 -x5 cf. Mort and Massey [1965] 6 x 10 -7 
O 8 x 10 -•6 Stebbings et al. [1964] 2.4 x 10 -7 
H20 1.9 x 10 -15 Tawara [1978] 5.7 x 10 -7 
CO 2 • 2 x 10- • 5 estimate • 6 x 10- 7 
OH • 3 x 10 -x5 cf. Wallis [1973] • 9 x 10 -7 

Solar wind speed V = 400 km/s; <nv)= 3 x 108 s -• solar wind 
, proton flux. 

*Frequency • (nv)a. 

ionization potentials for various ion final states. 

5. ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION FREQUENCIES FOR 

MAXWELLIAN ELECTRON DISTRIBUTIONS 

Assume that the electron distribution function is isotropic 

and is given by nef(V), where n e is the total electron density'f 

is normalized to unity, and v is the electron velocity. The 

ionization frequency Rsk (for species s and ion final state k) can 
be calculated from the following integral' 

Rsa = Fte vo's•,(v)f(v)4•rv 2 dv (4) 
st; 

where Vsa is the velocity corresponding to lsa and ask is the 

relevant cross section. The ionization rate Rsa* is found by 

multiplying Rsa by the density n s of the neutral species s. 
In general, the electron distribution function is not Maxwel- 

lian; however, it can sometimes be approximated with one or 

more Maxwellians. We have numerically evaluated the inte- 

gral in equation (4) for several neutral species and for many 

ion final states using the MaxwellJan distribution function for 

temperature T e' 

f(v) = [me/2tckBre] 3/2 exp {--meV2/2kBTe} (5) 

where m e is the electron mass and ka is Boltzmann's constant. 

Tabulations of ionization frequencies for n e = 1 (or, equiva- 

lently, Rsn/ne) are provided in Tables 4a-4f. Values of Rs/n e for 
total ionization (summed over all ion final states k) are plotted 

versus T e (Figure 2). 
The electron density and temperature in the unperturbed 

solar wind are typically about 5 cm-3 and 1.5 x 105 K, re- 
spectively [Feldman et al., 1975], giving a typical ionization 

frequency for H20 (see Table 4 or Figure 2) of 8 x 10 -s s-1. 
This value is less than 20% of typical photoionization values 

even for solar minimum. However, solar wind electrons are 

heated downstream of shocks. For example, a typical effective 
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TABLE 3a. Cross-Section References 

Cross Section Reference 

CO 2 Sawada et al. [1972a] 
CO Sawada et al. [1972b] 
H20 Olivero et al. [1972] 
0 Green and Stolarski [1972] 
N 2 Green and Stolarski [1972] 
H Banks and Kockarts [1973] 

temperature behind an interplanetary shock (or a cometary 

shock, as will be alluded to later) is about 3 x 105 K, giving 
an ionization frequency of 2.1 x 10 -7 s -a, which is about 
50% of the photoionization value for solar minimum. Behind 

a stronger shock, like the Venus bow shock, densities and 

temperatures can reach approximately 30 cm -3 and 106 K, 
respectively, giving values of R s for CO 2 and O of 5 x 10 -6 
s -• and 2 x 10 -6 s -•, respectively. These ionization fre- 
quencies are considerably larger than either photoionization 

or charge transfer values, even for solar maximum conditions. 

6. ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION RATES FROM 

MEASURED ELECTRON DISTRIBUTIONS 

Solar Wind and Magnetosheath Regions 

Electrons in the unperturbed solar wind generally appear 

Maxwellian with temperatures of about 105 K, whereas 
behind collisionless shocks, including interplanetary shocks, 

electron distributions usually appear to be "flat-topped" with 

much higher effective temperatures [Feldman et al., 1975]. Ex- 

perimenters have found the following expression useful for 

describing these distribution functions: 

f(v) =f0 exp {--(V/Vo) p) (6) 

TABLE 3b. Ionization Potentials ls• , 

Ionization 

Final Potential, 

State e¾ 

Water 

HeO+(X) 12.62 
H20+(A) 13.2 
OH + 18. 

O + 18.6 

H + 18.7 

Carbon dioxide 

CO2 +(X) 13.76 
CO2 +(A) 17.8 
COe +(B) 18.1 
CO2 +(C) 19.4 
Dissociated 36.0 

Carbon monoxide 

CO + (X) 14.01 
CO + (A) 16.5 
CO +(B) 19.7 
Dissociated 22.0 

Molecular nitrogen 

N2 +(X) 15.58 
N2 +(A) 16.7 
N2 +(B) 18.8 
N2 +(C) 23.6 
N2 +(D) ,•22.0 
40 eV 40.0 

Atomic oxygen 
O+0S) 13.62 
O+(2D) 16.9 
O + (2p) 18.6 

Atomic hydrogen 13.6 

iO-m 

C) I0 'l? 

I0 -m 
i0 • 

TOTAL ION I ZATION 

CROSS SECTIONS 

CO 

..'./ .- ....... H20 o• 

I I I I IIIII I I I I •JJ• 
10 2 10 3 

ELECTRON ENERGY (eV) 
, 

Fig. 1. Electron impact total ionization cross sections as a func- 
tion of electron energy for several species. Source references are pro- 
vided in Table 3a. 

where v 0 is a characteristic velocity and p is an index which is 
2 for Maxwellians and is typically about 3-4 for shocked elec- 

trons [Feldman et al., 1975; Thomsen et al., 1986]. 

The electron distributions observed behind the cometary 

bow shock (or bow wave) of comet G/Z appear to be similar 

to those observed behind other shocks in the solar system, 

although the cometary shocks at Halley and G/Z are very 

broad, weak, and turbulent •Neubauer et al., 1986; Riedler et 

al., 1986; Gringauz et al., 1986a, b; Smith et al., 1986; Thomsen 

et al., 1986; Jones et al., 1986], as was largely anticipated prior 

to the cometary missions [e.g., Schmidt and Wegmann, 1982; 

Galeev and Lipatoy, 1984; Galeev et al., 1985; Omidi et al., 

1986]. The electron distributions upstream of the G/Z bow 

wave have values of p very close to 2 with effective temper- 

atures of about 2 x 105 K, whereas downstream of the shock 

(or interaction region) in the magnetosheath, p • 3.5 with ef- 

fective temperatures more like 4 x 105 K •Bame et al., 1986; 
Thomsen et al., 1986]. Thomsen et al. ['1986] demonstrated 

that within the interaction region, both types of electron dis- 

tributions were present at different times. The early results 

from the electron spectrometer on the VEGA spacecraft indi- 

cate that the situation at comet Halley is similar to G/Z, both 

upstream and downstream of the bow shock [Gringauz et al., 

1986a, hi. Similar results were obtained by the electron spec- 

trometer on the Giotto spacecraft [Rdme et al., 1986]. Figure 

3a reproduces a published VEGA 2 electron spectrum for the 
solar wind far from the comet. 

We have calculated total ionization frequencies for H20 

and O (that is, RH2 o and Ro) with equation (4) using several 
measured (by the plasma instruments on ICE) solar wind elec- 

tron distributions, including two upstream spectra and one 

magnetosheath spectrum. We also calculated ionization fre- 

quencies for the VEGA solar wind spectrum shown in Figure 

3a. These calculated ionization frequencies (and references for 

the spectra) are given in Table 5. The ionization frequencies 

are about 2 x 10-7 s- • for all the upstream solar wind elec- 
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TABLE 4a. Ionization Frequencies per Electron for Impact Ionization of Water by Maxwellian Electrons 

Temp. (K) ' H20+ ' OH+ H+ O+ ' H2+ i Total 

1.000E+04 ' 2.188E-15 ' 1.561E-19 6.878E-20 6.298E-21 ' 9.598E-23 ' Z.188E-15 

"'•'.' •'6• •'6'4" i" '•'.' i'•'• • z i•" i'":• •' •'•'• :i'• ...... •' '.' •'•'• z i'• ...... i'.' •'•'i i•-'i'•" i"'• •' •'•'• z i '•" i'"S •' i'•i•-'i'•- 
"'3'.' •3'•'• • •'•'•'' !'' '•'.' :7' .•'i •-'i'i "! .... i '.' 5'9'• • L' i '•' ...... 9'.' 3'3'• •-'i'3 ...... 9 •' •'5•-' i'4'' i'' '9'.' 5'•'8 • -'i 'S'' i'' '•'.'•3'5• •-'i 'i' ' 
............. •' ..... : ...... .• ............. : ....... a'• ............... ;."":. ........ g ....... ,","z ........... : ...... : ............. : .................... 4.000œ 04 : 3.•31E-10 : 1.o•1E-11 o.3•3E-1-, 8.8151E-13 : 1.042E-13 : 3.457œ-10 

5.0001:+04 ' ?.$?r-jE-10 ' 4.919E-11 3.244E-11 3.480E-12 ' 4.490E-13 ' 8.7341:-10 

'"• •' 6'6'6i• ;'6'•" ::" 'i •' •'•'•i•-'6'6"! .... i•' •:'0•. i•-'i'6 ...... • •' •.'S•i• :'i'i ..... • •' •'6',ii• :'i•"i" 'i '.' •.'6•i• :-'i'•" i" 'i •' i5'•'•ii-'6'6" 
"•'.'666i•;'6'4"::'"•S'.•'i •i•:.'0'6'"': .... •'.'6,'i'ii•:.'i'6 ...... i S'•',i'6,i•-'i b ...... i S'{,'6'•i•:.'i'i" i"k'.'•'.•'i •-'i'•"i"•76'6•i•-'6•" 
'"•'.'b'0'6i•'0'4" ::"'•'.'•'0'•i• z0'6" i""•'.'•'i'4•:'i'6 ...... •'.'•,';ii •:'i6 ..... '•7/Ji'•z'i'f" i'"•'.'3'g9i•zi'•"i'"•'•'•i• 
"'6•'6'66•'0'4" ::"'47•'6• z6•" ]'"'5•'S'•'?•:'i'6 ..... '47•'•:'i6 ...... 4•'•'0•i•z'i'f" i"'•'.'•'0'i •z'i'•" ::'"•'k'4'•z'6•" 
'"i •'6'6'6i•;'6'•" i'"57 •'•'4 • z0•" i'" •'•'5• :'i'6 ..... •76'i•i• :'i• ..... '•'.' •'•'•i•zi'i"i'"•'•'•i• :i'•" ::'"•'.'6'•'•i• 
"'i ]'g'66i/;'6•'' ::" '{ '.' i'8'4•/-'0'•" i""• L' i'0'4i•-'6'6 ...... i'.' 5'6'•-'63 ...... i'.' 9'2•i :'i'6" ::'"/L' 5'4A•-'i'i" ::"'i 7 •'6'•i :'6'/" 

2.000E+05 ' 1.800E-08 ' 3.752E-09 3.254œ-09 3. 453œ-10 ' 4.798E-11 ' 2.540œ-08 

"'.•'.' 6'66• ;'6'g" i'"i •' •'•3• :'0•" :: .... • •' •'3'• • :'6'9 ..... '•'.'•'i'6• :'0'6 ...... •'.' •'•'4•-'i'6"::" •'.' 5'•-'i'i" i'"4 •' •'•;)• :'6•i" 
4.000E+05 ' 3.$90E-08 ' 9.220E-09 8.838E-09 9.048E-10 ' 1.145E-10 ' 5.598œ-08 

5.000E+05 ' 4.347E-08 ' 1.123E-08 1.107E-08 1.118œ-09 ' 1.388œ-10 ' 8.?02œ-08 

"'$ •' 0'(•'0 • g'O•" !'' '4 •' •'•'0 i• Z'•)'8' ' :: .... i'.' 2'8 7 iE :'0'8 ...... i•' •:'6'• • -'0'8 ...... 1' '.' 2'•)'.• i• -'6•3'' i "'i L' •;'3'4 i/-'i '0'' ::" '• •'•5'•)•3 i -'6•' ' 
7.000E-05 ' 5.299E-08 ' 1.420E-08 1.457E-08 1.437E-09 ' 1ß664E-10 ' 8.336E-08 

8.000E+05 ' 5. 651E-08 ' 1.530E-08 1.595E-08 1,558E-09 ' 1.765E-10 ' 8.949E-08 

">3'.' 0'0'0• ;'6'S" i" '•'.' •'4'5• :'o'•" i .... i'.'/•'2'•i• :6 e ...... i'.' •,'i'3i• :'0'• ...... i '.' •'S'•i•-'O'•"i" 'i •'/•'4•i/:'i•"i" •'.' •'•'Si/:'0'•" 
1.000E+05 ' 6.19ZE-08 ' 1.700E-08 1.815E-08 1.745E-09 ' 1.908E-10 ' 9.901E-08 

"'i '.' •'0'6• ;'6'•" i" '•'.' 9'•'• -'0'•" i .... i'.' 9'4'• -'0'• ...... i •' i'•'3 •-'0'• ...... i'.' 6'3_'i •-'0'9"i" 'i •' 0'•,• :'i is" i" 'i '.' i'5'•-'6•" 
"'/'.' 66'6• •'6'a" ::" •'.' 5'S'•' •-'6'•"i .... i'.' 0'•'ag :'0'e ...... i'.' •'S'gi :'0'• ...... •' i'g'gg :'0'6"i'"z •' i'•'•g z i'0"!'"i •'•'6'i •-'0',•" 
"'•'.' 0'0'6• •'6'•" i" ',•'.' s'%i•-'o'e" ::'"'z'.' i'4'i • zo'fi ..... '/'.' s'z'e • zo'6 ...... i'.'s'4's• zo'•" ::" 's'.' i'o'•g-'i'o" i" 'i '.' 3.'4'6i-'0'•" 
............................................................................................................................................ 

4.000E+06 ' 7.517œ-08 ' 2.127E-08 2.5!57E-08 2.237E-09 ' 2.031E-10 ' 1.24!5œ-07 

5.000E+08 ' ?.353œ-08 ' 2.081E-08 2.552E-08 2.192E-09 ß 1.943E-10 ' 1.222œ-07 

"'•'.' 0'0'0 • ;0'•" i" • •' •'.•'?•-'0'•" i .... i'.' •'?'• •-'6'• ...... i'.'•'?'•-'0'• .... '/70• S•-'O'•" ]" 'i '.' •'9'0•-'i'0"i" 'i •' i'•'•-'0'•" 
1. 000E+07 ' 8. 473E-OO ' 1. 828E-OO 2. 339E-08 1. 931E-09 ' 1. $OeE-10 ' 1. 085E-07 

Units of cm 3 s-x. Read 1.000E + 04 as 1.000 x 10 4. Rows refer to electron temperature, and columns refer to the ion 
final state. The total ionization frequency for a species is given in the last column. 

tron spectra or about 50% of the photoionization frequencies. 

However, Rl•2O and R o for the ICE magnetosheath spectrum 
are both about 1 x 10 -6 s-•, which is 2-3 times greater than 

photoionization values. 

Ionization frequencies which were calculated using the 

Maxwellian values from Table 4 are also listed in Table 5 (and 

are shown in parentheses). For the ICE data, electron densities 

and temperatures were taken from the relevant references, and 

for the VEGA spectrum we calculated our own moments of 

the electron distribution function. The ionization frequencies 

calculated using the tables are typically about 10-20% smaller 

than those calculated more accurately using equation (4). The 

agreement is very good considering the fact that the actual 

distributions are neither entirely Maxwellian nor isotropic. 

Cometary Plasma Region and Plasma Tail Region 

Theoretical studies prior to the recent spacecraft cometary 

encounters predicted that behind the shock the solar wind 
flow continues to be mass loaded and to slow down, and, 

finally, to stagnate near the nucleus (see reviews by Ip and 

Axford [1982] and Mendis et al. [1985]). One consequence of 

this slowing down is the buildup of a magnetic barrier and the 

development of the tailward extension of this barrier, the mag- 

netotail. The VEGA, Giotto, and Suisei missions to comet 

Halley have confirmed the overall picture in the barrier/stag- 

nation (or cometary plasma region, as it is called by Gringauz 

et al. [1986a, b]), and the ICE mission has supported this 

picture in the near-tail region of comet Giacobini-Zinner [cf. 

Smith et al., 1986; Slavin et al., 1986; Bame et al., 1986]. 

Not surprisingly, the electron distributions in the stagna- 

tion/tail regions are different from those in the solar wind or 

in the magnetosheath proper. Figure 3b reproduces a pub- 

lished [Gringauz et al., 1986a] electron spectrum measured by 

the PLASMAG instrument on the VEGA 2 spacecraft at a 

UT almost at closest approach to the nucleus of comet Halley 

(a distance from the nucleus of r • 1.5 x 10 '• km). The plasma 
in this region is stagnated, and its composition is almost en- 

tirely cometary; Gringauz et al. [1986a, b] called this the com- 

etary plasma region. The electron flux is significantly en- 

chanced over solar wind values at all energies, and there is a 

noticeable peak in the spectrum at about 1 keV. We caution 

the reader that this spectrum (and others taken near closest 

approach) is potentially "contaminated" and might contain 

significant errors (M. I. Verigin, private communication, 1986). 

The electron spectrometer on Giotto did not observe such 

enhanced electron fluxes [Rdme et al., 1986]. 

The electron distributions in the near-tail of comet G/Z also 

differ from solar wind or magnetosheath distributions [Bame 

et al., 1986; Zwickl et al., 1986]. Zwick! et al. [1986] decom- 

posed the distributions near the tail (in what is termed the 

intermediate ionized coma, or IIC) into three components: (1) 

a cold component with T e • 2 x 10 '• K and densities ranging 
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TABLE 4b. Ionization Frequencies per Electron for Impact Ionization of Atomic 
Oxygen by Maxwellian Electrons 

Temp (K) i 45 i 2D i 2P i Total' 

1.0005+04 ' 4.5795-16 ' 7.9725-18 ' 2.3105-18 ' 4.6825-16 

2.0005+04 ' 1.802E-12 ' 2.1705-13 ' 1.5435-13 ' 2.1735-12 

3.0005+04 ' 3.4105-11 ' 7.1925-12 ' 6.8655-12 ' 4. 5475-11 

"'• •' 66• •'6•" ::" 'i •' 3'i• • :i 0" i .... •'.' •'i•: i'i" ::'"• •' •'•-'i'i" i"'•'.' •'•'• • 
5.0005+04 ' 3.4355-10 ' 1.3085-10 ' 1.5775-10 ' 6.3185-10 

6.0005+04 ' 6.4345-10 ' 2.7715-10 ' 3.5475-10 ' 1.2755-09 

"•'.' b'd• ;'6•,'' i'' '{ •' •'•'6 i• -'6'9'' ::''' '• '.' •'•'• i• -' i 6'' i'' •'.' :•'0:• • :' i •6' ' i" '• •' i'•,•5 i• -'0•' ' 
"'• •' •'6•E ;'6'•'' ::'' 'i •' •'•'• E :6'6'' ::''' '•'.' •'6•E: i'6'' i" 'i •' 0'd'• • :'6'6'' i'' '• •' i'• :'d•- 
"•'0'6•E •'6•" i'"i'.'•'• :'0'6"i .... i •'0'i'•i• :'6•" i'"i •'•'•-'6•" i" • •'•'•i•i•:'6•" 
"'i •' 6'6i•E •'6•" !" • •' •'•'• E ;'6'9"i .... i'.' •'fi• i• -'6•" i" 'i •' 9'•'i E ;'6'6" i'"• •'/5'•'• E -'6•" 

1.5005+05 ' 5.0355-09 ' 3.1195-09 ' 4.7505-09 ' 1.2905-08 

"• •' 6'6'0 i• •'6•'' i'' '• •' •' •'J, E -'6'6'' i''' '• T •' i '6 • -'6'6'' i'' '• •'/5'•'• i• :6'6'' i" • •' 6'6'• i• -'6•' ' 
3.0005+05 ' 1.1545-08 ' 7.9995-09 ' 1.2875-00 ' 3.2415-08 

......................................................................................................... 

4.0005+05 ' 1.4635-08 ' 1.0415-08 ' i.6975-08 ' 4. 2015-08 

5.0005+05 ' 1.7035-08 ' 1.2315-08 ' 2.0215-08 ' 4.9555-08 

"'• •' •'6• :'6•" i" 'i •'/5'9'• • :0'•" i .... i'.' •'•'• :6•" i" •'.' •'•-'0'•" i" •'.' •'•'• • :'0•" 
7.000E+05 ' 2.0495-08 ' 1.5065-08 ' 2.4925-08 ' 6.0475-08 

......................................................................................................... 

8.0005+05 ' 2.1775-08 ß 1.6085-08 ' 2.6675-08 ' 6.4525-08 

...9. :..o.O.Q E..*.0.5... i...2..,. 2.8.4.5. :.0.8... i .... ! :. $..9.3. • :..0.8... i...2. :..8.! .4 ' .E .-.0. 6.'.. i...6..,..7.9..1..E. ?.8. 
1.0005+06 ' 2.3755-08 ' 1.7655-08 ' 2.9385-08 ' 7.0785-08 

"'i '.' •'6'6 • ;'6'•'' ::'' '•'.' •'•'• • :'6•" :: .... i'.' •'•'6 • :'6•" i'"• •' •'•'6• :'6'•" i" '•'.' 6'6• • :'6'8" 
2,000E+06 ' 2,8115-08 ' 2.1155-08 ' 3.5405-08 ' 8.4665-08 

3.000œ+06 ' 2.9115-06 ' 2.196œ-08 ' 3. 6825-08 ' 8.7895-08 

'"• •' 60'OE :'6•" ::" '• •' •.'6'i i•-'O'•' ' :: .... :•'.' i'9• :-'0•' ' ::' "• •'/s'•'O i• -'0'•" •'"•'.' ;/•'4 i• :'0'6" 
"'S TO'0'6i• :'6'•" ::" 'Z T/5'S'Oi•-'0'8" i .... •'.' i'S'•i•-'O'•" :: '3'.'•i'• :0'•" ::" '•'.'•'e•i• :.'0'•" 
......................................................................................................... 

7.0005+06 ' 2.7265-08 ' 2,0645-08 ' 3.4675-08 ' 8.2575-08 
......................................................................................................... 

1,0005+07 ' 2,5445-08 ' 1.9275-08 ' 3.2385-08 ' 7.7095-08 
ii 

Units of cm 3 s-x. Read 1.000E + 04 as 1.000 x 10 •. Rows refer to electron temper- 
ature, and columns refer to the ion final state. The total ionization frequency for a 
species is given in the last column. 

from less than 10 cm-3 at r • 10 '• km to more than 200 cm-3 derived ionization frequencies also have large uncertainties. 

in the neutral sheet, (2) a midcomponent with T e • 2 x l0 s K The R.2 o and R o found by using Table 4 and a single effective 
and ne • 20 cm -3, (3) a hot component with T• • 8 x l0 s K temperature are more than 2 times greater than the "actual" 
and n e • 0.3 cm-3. Zwickl et al. notes that although the tem- values; but a single Maxwellian clearly cannot describe this 
perature of the midcomponent is comparable to solar wind spectrum. A three-component Maxwellian (see Table 5), al- 
temperatures, the density is considerably larger than even though far from perfect, better represents the spectrum than a 

magnetosheath densities. They suggest that photoelectrons single-component Maxwellian; the resulting R.2 o and R o are 
from photoionization of cometary neutrals are making an im- then more satisfactory. 
portant contribution to the midcomponent. Cometary photo- As mentioned above, cometary photoelectrons certainly 
electrons undoubtedly also make a contribution to the elec- make an important contribution to this spectrum for E < 70 

tron fluxes measured by VEGA below 70 eV (Figure 3b). The eV; however, the large ionization frequency just from the 
spatial volume where cometary photoelectrons make an im- 1-keV peak alone suggests that secondary electrons (see equa- 
portant contribution to the overall electron distribution can tion (4)) and even tertiary electrons also contribute to the 

be called the "plasma mantle" by analogy with the Venus spectrum and hence to the ionization frequency. The shape of 
plasma mantle [e.g., Spenner et al., 1980]; this region appears the singly differential ionization cross section for H•_O versus 
to overlap approximately the cometary plasma region and its secondary electron energy E s is given by Olivere et al. [1972]. 
near-tailward extension. This shape is very similar for all species, as was shown by Opal 

The total H20 and O ionization frequencies due to the et al. [1971]. The singly differential ionization cross section 
VEGA electron distribution shown in Figure 3b were calcu- S(Es) at a given primary electron energy E is 

lated using equation (4) and are listed in Table 5. RH: o and R o S(Es) = A/{ 1 + (Es/Es)•) (7) 
values from this spectrum are quite large, approximately 4 

times larger than the respective photoionization values. The where E s is typically about 8-10 eV and g • 2. The constant A 

ionization frequenqies calculated from the 1-keV peak alone is chosen such that the integral of S(Es) over E s from 0 eV up 

(E > 800 eV) are about half of the total. Again, the reader is to the maximum energy of a secondary electron, E .... --' 

reminded that due to possible errors in the spectrum, the (E- Is)/2, gives the total ionization cross section for a pri- 
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TABLE 4c. Ionization Frequencies per Electron for Impact Ionization of Carbon Dioxide by Maxwellian Electrons 
, 

.T..e..m.p: ' !..K.! ..... • i A i B i C i Dissoc, iTotal 
1,000E+04 9,665E-18 ' 4,617E-18 ' 2,508E-18 ' 1,849E-19 ' 6,989E-27 ' 1,697E-17 

'"•"•0'0•;'0'• ..... 3•'8'2'8•2'i•"!""•'i'•'i•-'i'3 ' i'"i•'•'0'i•-'i'3"i "2•'i'$•-'{'•"i'"{•'•'0'8•-'i'•"::"•'6'i•E-'i'3" 
............. •' ..... : .......... • .......... : ....... 'd ............ : .................... : ....... • ........... : .................... :"' ....... • ........ 3.000E 04 : 1.470E-11 : 8.•95E-1Z : 5.991E-12 : 1.1•1E-12 : 1.573E-14 : 3.06•E-11 

4.000E+04 9.594E-11 ' 5.880E-11 ' 4.109E-11 ' 8. 941E-12 ' 5.889E-13 ' 2.054E-10 

............. •. ................. •. ....... : .......... • ........ : .................... : .................... : .................... : .................... 5.000E 04 3.040E-10 : 1.88•E-10 : 1.338E-10 : 3.086E-11 : 5.289E-12 : 6.625E-10 

"'•'.'/:'O'oi• ;'6'4 ..... '•'.'/•"•i•-'i'6" :: .... ,i T i'•'4 i• :-'i'O" i" • •' 9'•'•i• :-'i'6" i'"• •' i'•i• :-'i'i" i" • •'•'i •i• :-'i'i" ::'"i •' :i•i• :-'6:•" 
?.000E+04 1.183E-09 ' 7.441E-10 ' 5.349E-10 ' !.305E-10 ' 6.731E-11 ' 2.660E-09 

'"• •'/•'06• ;'6'4 ...... iT •'•'• • z6•" :: .... iT i'• • :'6'9" i"'• •' •'•'• • -'i'0" i'"• •' 0'•-'i'6" i" 'i •' •'6'6• z i •" i"'• •' i'• -'6•" 
"• •' •'0'6• ;'6'• ..... '/T •'•f :'06" i .... {'.' S'4'• :'•'6" i" 'i •' i'•'6f :'0•" i'"• •' 9'• :'i •" i'"/•'/5'4'• • :'i •" ::'"• •'/•'• :'•'6" 
"'i T/:'6•i• ;'0• ..... '•'.':i•'6i•::•'•" :: .... 2•' i'8•i•:-'O•" i'"i '.'•'•'4 i• :'6•" ::'"•' •'+'i i•:'i'6"i'",iT :i4•i•:'i •" ::'"•'.'/:'•i• 

1.500E+05 8.316E-09 ' 5.355E-09 ' 3.898E-09 ' 9.748E-10 ' 2.288E-09 ' 2,083E-08 

"• •' 6'6'6 • ;'0'• ...... 1' •' õ'3'• • :'6'•'' i' '"• •' •'i'• E :-'0'9'' i" • •' •'•'• • -'6•" i" '1' •' 5'$'9• -'6•" i" '5 •' i'9'2 • -'6•" i'"3 •' •'i'5• -'6'•' ' 
"':J •' 06'0i• ;'0'• ..... '• •' •,' i'•if :-'0'•" i .... i•' :•'9'• i• :-' O's" i" 'i •' 6'8'4 i• :'6'0"i" '•'.' •',;,•/f :-'6•" i" 'i •' ::,'•':• i• :-'6'•" i" • •' •,'•J i• :-'6•" 
'"•:'/•'6'0•'6• ..... '•T9'i'6•:'0•i" :: .... .•T6'i'•:'0'•" i"'i :'•'•'•:'0'0" i'"•:'•'0• z0•" i'"i '.'•'i • z6'•"i" •:'•'•:'6'•" 
................................................................................................................................................... 

5.000E+05 3.458E-08 ' 2.463E-08 ' 1.781E-08 ' 3.889E-09 ' 2.540E-08 ' 1.083E-07 

6.000E•05 3.888E-08 ' 2.840E-08 ' 2.049E-08 ' 4.347E-09 ' 3.078E-08 ' 1.229E-07 
............................................................................................................................................... 

?,000E+05 4.234E-08 ' 3.158E-08 ' 2.281E-08 ' 4.?18E-09 ' 3.537E-08 ' 1.369E-07 
.................................................................................................................................................. 

8.000E+05 4.519E-08 ' 3.449E-08' 2.482E-08 ' 5.018E-09 ' 3.931E-08 ' 1.488E-07 

"'.• •'•'0• •"6'• ...... .• •' •'.•3 •: 2'0'8' ' i .... l •' 6'•'• • ;-'6'•'' !'' ':•'.' •'•'• • -'0'•'':'' 'S •' •'6'4 •-'6'c) "!" '4 •' 2'• ;-'0'•'' ::'' '1' •' S'9'0 E JO'S' ' 
1.000E+06 4.948E-08 ' 3.918E-08 ' 2.813E-08 ' 5.470E-09 ' 4.582E-08 ' 1.679E-07 

"'l' '.' •;'6'• • ;,.'0'8 ..... '5 ]' •;',•'4 • -'0'$' ' :: .... 4 ]' :7' i '• • -'0'•'' i'' ':J ]' •'At'• i• -'0'8'' :.'' 'B'.' i'2'6 • -'0'g'' i'' '• ]' 5',•'3• -'6'0'' ::'' 'i '.' •'A•'9 i• -'6', •" 
"'2'.' 0'6'6 i• :;0'• ..... '• •'.;a'0:• i• :.'0'0'' ::' '"• T2i'4 i• :-'0'•;'' i'' 'a'.' :7'-;:J i• :-',3'•J'' i'' '• •' :;4'gi• :-'0'9"::" '•'.' 6'•'8 i• :-'6'•" ::" ';•'.' i'•,'•i• :'0';;' ' 

3.000E+08 5.935E-08 ' 5.801E-08 ' 4.130E-08 ' $.887E-09 8.474E-08 ' 2.301E-07 

"'4 •' •'0'0 i• ;'6'• ..... 'S •' •'•'•i• :-'0'•" ::'"'• •' i' i'.• E :-'0'•'' i" ',•'.' • :,'• E :-'0 •'' i" '6'.'/•'•,'• i• :-'0'•'':'' '/•'.' •'3'•' i• -'6'8" i" ':;'.' •'S'•. i• :-'0 •' 
"S •'6'06i•;.'0'• ..... '•T•'i'•i•':6'•" :'"'•'.'•'0'•. E-o,• .' 4'.':•'7'4 E: o',a" i'"/•' S'•'s E :o'9 ß ' '•;'.' :•'•'0 i• :'0'•" i'"•' •'• E :'0 ?' 
........................................ : .......... ;,' ................. -'•, ...... •":,'A'• ........ ß .... ."; ........ • .... : ...... -.'A ....... '•" ?.000E+06 5.411E-08 6.453E-0o : 4.575E-0. : •.J•,-E-09 . 6.703E-FJ8 : 2.J.-8E-O• 

..... . ................... • ............... : .............. n"':": ........ ¾," ':'•,": .... ß .... .i ........... : ...... ;,';',::,'"': .... :'"':,";',":: ......... 1 000E+07 5 000E-08 $,4515E-.o . 4.57oE-0. : 6,0..8E-09 : 5,o,oE-08 : •,,'4VE-O? 

Units of cm 3 s-1. Read 1.000E + 04 as 1.000 x 104. Rows refer to electron temperature, and columns refer to the ion 
final state. The total ionization frequency for a species is given in the last column. 

mary electron energy E. Hence the electrons contributing to 

the spectrum at lower energies are probably a mixture of solar 

wind electrons, cometary photoelectrons, secondary electrons, 

and below 10 eV probably spacecraft photoelectrons. It is 

possible that a large part of it is in error due to contamination 

problems near closest approach. 

Table 4 was used to find R•2 o for each of the three compo- 
nents shown in Figure 2 of Zwickl et al. [1986] (see Figure 4). 

The cold component (with the highest density) made the least 

contribution to the total ionization frequency due to its low 

temperature. The contribution of the hot component to the 

total Ra2 o was rather modest due to the low density, even 
though the ionization rate per electron was large. The mid- 

component dominated the total ionization frequency. Ra• o 
near the center of the tail (i.e., in the plasma sheet) is only 

about 50% of the photoionization rate, but somewhat farther 

out at a distance • 10 '• km from the tail axis, it is about the 

same as the photoionization rate. Recall that in the mag- 

netosheath, Ra• o was found to be about twice the photoioni- 
zation rate; however, the electron parameters in the mag- 

netosheath are highly variable so that R s could easily be a 
factor of 2 or so, higher or lower, at any given UT [Thomsen 

et al., 1986]. Secondary electrons no doubt make some contri- 

bution to the midcomponents and cold components and hence 

to the ionization frequency, but certainly they make much less 

of a contribution to the ICE distribution than to the Halley 

distribution because of the absence in the ICE distribution of 

a strong high-energy ( • 1 keV) component. 

7. PLASMA MANTi,E: ELECTRON DISTRIBUTIONS 

IN COMETARY PLASMA REGION 

The solar wind near Venus interacts rather "directly" with 
the ionosphere in that the ionosphere acts as a "hard" obstacle 

and diverts the solar wind around it [cf. Russell and Vaisberg, 

1983; Cloutier et al., 1983]. Actually, it is the magnetic barrier 
which diverts the bulk of the shocked solar wind around the 

planet, and there exists a sharp boundary (the ionopause) be- 
tween the magnetized magnetosheath and the almost un- 

magnetized ionosphere. Thermal plasma pressure balances 

magnetic pressure at the ionopause surface. Mass loading of 
the magnetosheath flow does affect the flow behind the shock 

in that the pick up of neutrals ionized outside the ionopause 
contributes to the further stagnation of the flow and to the 

growth of the magnetic barrier and consequently also contrib- 

utes to the development of the magnetotail FVaisberg and 
Zeleny, 1984]. The extensive hot oxygen corona surrounding 
Venus FNagy et al., 1981; Paxton, 1983] contributes almost all 

of the heavy neutrals above the ionopause. The ionosphere 
becomes magnetized when the solar wind dynamic pressure is 

very large such that the plasma pressure in the ionosphere is 
insufficient to balance it. 

The retarding potential analyzer (RPA) on the Pioneer 
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TABLE 4d. Ionization Frequencies per Electron for Impact Ionization of Carbon Monoxide by 
Maxwellian Electrons 

Temp. 

1.000E+04 i 
............ 

2. OOOE 

"'4 6'6'6 E 
5.000E+04 

6, OOOE 

7. OOOE 

::'"i :: 
g. OOOE 

............................................................................... 

1 ß OOOE 

1. 500E 

2. OOOE 

....... •. 

4. OOOE 

"'2'666E 
............................... 

7. OOOE 

9. 000E+05 

1.000E+06 i 

1 . 500E 
............ 

2. OOOE 

::" 
5. OOOE 

i'" 
! . OOOE 

Units of cm 3 S-1. Read 1.000E + 04 as 1.000 x 10 '•. Rows refer to electron temperature, and columns 
refer to the ion final state. The total ionization frequency for a species is given in the last column. 

Venus Orbiter (PVO) observed "superthermal" (E > few eV) 

electrons both in the ionosphere and in the magnetosheath 

[-Spenner et al., 1980]. The electron distribution in a relatively 

narrow altitude region just outside the ionopause (Az • cou- 

ple hundred kilo-meters in a layer roughly overlapping the 

inner part of the magnetic barrier) is no longer purely solar 

wind/magnetosheath but contains a photoelectron component 
which resembles the electron spectra measured in the iono- 

sphere. Spenner et al. [-1980] called this region the plasma 

mantle, and although it overlaps (not by accident) the stagna- 

tion/barrier region, it is defined by the nature of the electron 

distribution function. Both the electron spectrometers on Ven- 

eras 9 and 10 [-Verigin et al., 1978] and the retarding potential 

analyzer on PVO observed these plasma mantle type distri- 

butions downstream of Venus in what was called the penum- 

bra. It seems reasonable to assume that the photoelectrons in 

the -mantle are generated near the dayside (where the neutrals 

are sufficiently dense), and then the photoelectrons flow down- 

stream along field lines. Furthermore, electron fluxes were also 

observed in the umbra behind the planet and are the Source of 

the weak Venusian aurora [-cf. Gringauz, 1983]. 

By analogy with Venus, it makes sense to call the region 
near a comet, where the electron distributions contain both 

magnetosheath electrons and photoelectrons, the plasma 
mantle. Given the importance of electron impact ionization in 

the magnetosheath, one should also include secondary elec- 

trons as part of the "definition" of the plasma mantle electrbn 

distribution. Secondary electrons have relatively low energies 

like photoelectrons, but their spectra are less structured. The 

plasma mantle around comets is "fuzzier" than at Venus be- 

cause the cometary neutral atmosphere is extremely extensive; 

hence photoelectrons are created over a huge volume. One 

can define the plasma -mantle as that region where th e photo- 
electron/secondary electron component of the total flux (desig- 

nated PE) is comparable to the standard magnetosheath co-m- 

ponent. For comet G/Z the plasma-mantle ca n be identified as 
the intermediate ionized coma discussed by Zwickl et al. 

1986]. 

Just as for Venus, the plas-ma-mantle roughly overlaps the 

stagnation/barrier region, or what Gringauz et al. [1986a, b] 
have called the cometary plasma region, which is a good term 
for this whole general region. We will now estimate the dis- 

tance from the nucleus to the outer "boundary" of this region 

(tom). The photoelectron/secondary electron number density is 

denoted nEE. Due to the structure in the photoelectron part of 

the distribution, nEE provides only a crude description of the 

distribution; nee is approximately 

n•, E •, Rsnn•:•, E (8) 
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TABLE 4e. Ionization Frequencies per Electron for Impact Ionization of Molecular Nitrogen by Maxwellian Electrons 

•.•.•.....(..•.?..! ....... .x. ......... i ........ • ........ i ........ • ........ i ........ .c. ........ i ........ • ........ i•.0..•.•..6.'.t.o.•.•'.i...i.•.o.i•.•. ..... 
1.000E+04 i4.157E-17 i5.672E-18 !3.529E-19 il.387E-21 i7.663E-21 i2.275E-29 i4.760E-I'} 

.z..,. 0.0.0. • .*.9•. ' i.s..,..•.4..0. [ :. ! .3... i.! ....4..•.0. [ :. ! .3... i•.-.?. ! .0. • :. ! •..:: .! .,..•.3..4. • .-. ! .s... i.! .,. 9.s. ?. • :. ! .s...! • .,..3.9. • [.-. ! ?... :: •.,..•.s..0. • .-. !•.. 
3.000E+04 !1,565E-11 i4.987E-12 !1.449E-12 i2.251E-13 i3.697E-13 il.225E-15 i2,268E-11 

4.000E+04 i8.944E-11 i3.151E-11 i1.098E-11 i2.640E-12 !3.748E-12 i6.714E-14 !I,384E-111 

5.000E+04 i2.677E-10 i9.989E-11 i3.858E-11 i1.196E-11 il.560E-11 i?.569E-13 i4,345E-I1) 
........ .,......... ............. . .... . ............. . ....................... . ..... ,.......,...,. .... .....,..,...,,,.,.,.,....,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,.,. 

6.000E+04 '5.746E-10 '2.22'tE-10 '9.175E-11 '3.3't9E-11 '4.135E-1 
............................................................................................................... ß .............. ...........,... ....... ... 

?.000E+O•I i1.015E-09 i4.025E-10 i1.737E-10 i?.096E-11 !8.435E-11 i1.242E-11 iI,759E-0• 

8.000E+O't il.581E-09 i6.381E-10 !2.8't3E-!0 il.260E-10 il.'t57E-10 i3.007E-11 i2,805E-0• 

9.000E+O't i2.259E-09 i9.238E-10 i't.216E-10 il.987E-10 i2.250E-10 !6.006E-11 i•1,088E-0• 

.! ....0.00. • .*.9S... !.3..,..0.3.! • :.0. ?... i.! .,..z..s.3. [ :..07.. i .s..,..a.z..s. • :. ! .0... i .z. :. 9.??. • .-.! .0... !.3..,..z.0..a. • :. ! .0... i.! .,. 0.4. • .-.! .0... i.s..,..s.9.3, • .-.0..5... 
1.500E+05 !?.872E-09 i3.338E-09 il.630E-09 i9.185E-10 i9.781E-10 i5.?O!E-10 i!.53!E-08 

'• •' 0'0'6 i• •'6•'' ! '/•' •'6•E -'6'•'' i 'i •' 0'4'6E -'&i'' i 'g '.' •'•i i• -'6'6'' [ • •' •'6'i i•-'6•3'' ! '• •' •'• E -'0•3'' i •i 7•' •'6 E-'6•3'' i •i 7 •'•3 E -'6ii' ' 
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total ionization frequency for a species is given in the last column. 

where R s is the ionization frequency (which is approximately 

10 -6 s- x in the magnetosheath, about half from photoioniza- 
tion and half from impact ionization), n n is the neutral density, 
and ZpE is the lifetime of a photoelectron in the vicinity of the 
mantle. 

The %E is a sensitive function of several variables such as 

the electron energy (E), the neutral density, and the bulk flow 

speed or convection speed u; Zl, E is determined by transport 
processes far from the nucleus, where electron-neutral col- 

lisions are infrequent. Most photoelectrons have energies less 

than 30 eV or so, and typically photoelectron energies are 
about 10 eV. The average photoelectron with E < 10 eV is 

prevented from escaping from the general vicinity of the man- 

tle/cometary plasma region along magnetic field lines by the 

polarization electric field. In this case, Zl, E is equal to the bulk 

plasma convection time, %0. • r/u, where r is the com- 
etocentric distance and u is the flow velocity; r is an appropri- 
ate length scale. The flow speed for Halley is of the order of 1 

km/s near 104 km [Balsiger et al., 1986] and is about 50 km/s 
near 105 km [Mukai et al., 1986]: u is about 50 km/s for 
r • 10 '• km at comet G/Z [Bame et al., 1986]; %o• • 2000 s 
for Halley and 200 s for comet G/Z throughout most of the 

stagnation region, but %o• increases to about 104 s near 10 '• 
km for comet Halley. Electrons of any origin with energies 

similar to magnetosheath electrons (E > 20 eV) will not be 

confined to the cometary plasma region by the polarization 

field and thus will have a residence time near the comet, TpE , 

much smaller than Z½o .. Again, if one defines tom as the dis- 

tance where ripe • nsw ,• 10 cm -3 and then solves (6) for r, 
one finds that tom • 105 km for Halley and tom • 5 x 103 to 
10 '• km for comet G/Z. The spatial extent of the plasma 

mantle does indeed roughly correspond to the cometary 

plasma region [Gringauz et al., 1986a, hi. 

Electron distributions in the cometary plasma mantle have 

several components: solar wind core (actually shocked solar 

wind core in the magnetosheath), solar wind halo, and photo- 
electron/secondary electrons. On the other hand, electron dis- 

tributions in cometary ionospheres [e.g., Mendis et al., 1985; 

Marconi and Mendis, 1986; Boice et al., 1986; K•ir•ismezey et 

al., 1986• are expected to have two components: a cold dense 

component (n e • 103-10 '• cm-3, Te __< 1-2 eV) and a more en- 
ergetic photoelectron component whose energy spectrum has 

considerable structure (K6r6smezey et al., 1986•. The analysis 

of thermal noise measured by the ICE radio experiment 

[Meyer-Vernet et al., 1986• clearly demonstrated the existence 

of ionospheric type plasma (n e • 700 cm-3, Te • 1.4 x 104 K) 
in the narrow confines of the plasma sheet of comet G/Z. 

Zwickl et al. [1986] observed a three-component plasma, the 

cold component of which persisted somewhat outside of the 

plasma sheet. Zwickl et al.'s [1986] interpretation was that the 

cold component must have been created closer to the nucleus 
and then convected downstream in the tailward direction be- 
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TABLE 4f Ionization Frequencies 

per Electron for Impact Ionization of 
Atomic Hydrogen by Maxwellian 

Electrons 

Units of cm 3 s-1. Read 1.000E + 04 

as 1.000 x 10 '•. Rows refer to electron 

temperature, and columns refer to the 
ion final state. The total ionization 

frequency for a species is given in the 
last column. 

cause electron-neutral collisions in the vicinity of the ICE tra- 

jectory (r • 104 km) are quite infrequent. This seems to be a 
reasonable interpretation, and we will elaborate on this. 

The inner part (r _< 1.5 x 104 km) of the cometary plasma 
region of comet Halley just outside the contact surface con- 

tains cold, dense, and slow moving plasma. Plasma instru- 

ments on Giotto [Balsiger et al., 1986; Krankowsky et al., 

1986] measured densities comparable to ionospheric densities, 

ion temperatures of about 103K, and flow velocities about 1-2 

km/s in this region. The bulk electron temperature, although 

not measured, is certainly rather low: the sum of the fitted 

components of the inner mantle distribution measured by Grin- 

gauz et al. [1986a] (Table 5) is less than 200 cm -3, whereas 

theory indicates that n e should be in excess of 103 cm-3 in this 
region [cf. Cravens, 1986a]. Consequently, T e for the cold 
component must certainly be much less than •8 eV. This 

region, in which one has ionospheric-type plasma outside the 

classic ionosphere, could be given any of several names, such 

as the inner mantle, or inner cometary plasma region, or mag- 

netized ionosphere [Cravens, 1986a]. The magnetometer ex- 

periment on Giotto [Neubauer et al., 1986] indicated that the 

magnetic field strength drops to zero inside the contact surface 

?) 10-7 

• 10 -9 

10 4 10 5 10 6 10 z 
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE (K) 

Fig. 2. Total normalized ionization frequencies (i.e., ionization 
frequency per incident electron) for several species as functions of 
electron temperature. The ionization frequency is obtained by multi- 
plying these numbers by the electron density. To obtain the ionization 
rate requires a further multiplication by the relevant neutral number 
density. The electron distribution functions are assumed to be Max- 
wellian. 

which is located at r • 4500 km. The boundary between the 

inner plasma mantle (or inner cometary plasma region) and 

the outer cometary plasma region, rim, can be defined as the 
outermost location where there is a "significant" density of 

cold (1-2 eV) electrons. 

The photoelectron lifetime, in at least the outer part of the 

cometary plasma region, is determined primarily by transport 

processes, although some electron-neutral collisions are taking 

place in this region, as was shown in the earlier discussion on 

impact ionization. However, electron-neutral collisions 

become important and can modify the distribution function 

for r less than about 1-2 x 104 km (for comet Halley), even for 
unconfined electrons. The radial distance of this "electron col- 

lision zone" can be estimated by equating the electron-neutral 

collision time to the single-pass electron transit time r • r/v e. 

The electron-neutral collision time is tea • 1/{Verr nn} , where v e 
is the electron velocity and a • 2 x 10 -16 cm 2 is the total 

cross section. Ionization is not the only electron impact pro- 

cess operating: dissociation, electronic, and rotational exci- 

tation as well as general airglow processes are also possible 

[Olivero et al., 1972; Cravens and Green, 1978; Cravens and 

K6rb'smezey, 1986; Wallis and Onq, 1975]. These inelastic pro- 

cesses can readily "cool" the electrons down to energies of 

about 5-15 eV, although it is more difficult to cool these 

electrons any further since electron energy loss processes are 

less effective for energies in the range 2-10 eV. Electron- 

electron Coulomb collisions are quite frequent for E • 10 eV 

and for n e • 103 cm-3, but these collisions will only smooth 
out the distribution and will not cool it unless there is a 

significant "seed" populations of cold electrons. Rotational 

and vibrational cooling due to neutral H20 are the dominant 
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Fig. 3a. The solid line represents a published solar wind electron 

spectrum versus electron energy measured by the electron spec- 
trometer on VEGA 2 [Gringauz et al., 1986a]. 

cooling processes for energies below about l0 eV. Cravens and 

K6r6srnezey [1986] calculated vibrational and rotational cool- 

ing rates for water. The total electron loss function for E • 10 

eV is about L • 3 x 10-•7 eV cm 2. Using this loss function 

gives a cooling time of Zcool •,• E/{veL nn} • 2 x 109/nn; T½ool is 
comparable to the transport time %0, • 104 S at rim • 1.5 
X 104 km for comet Halley and at rim • 2 x 103 km for 

comet G/Z. A significant cold (E < 1-2eV) electron popu- 

lation should exist for r less than 
Instruments on board Giotto [Balsiger et al., 1986; Krank- 

owsky et al., 1986) observed a region of enhanced ion density 
somewhat outside the contact surface at a cometocentric dis- 

tance of 1-2 x 10 4 km. Ip et al. [1986] suggested that the ion 

lO % ß 
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õ •0- 
o 

L 

I i i 
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L 

10 a 

Fig. 3b. A published electron spectrum from a time near the clos- 
est approach of VEGA 2 to comet Halley is shown [Gringauz et al., 
1986a]. The omni-directional flux is plotted. A three-component 
Maxwellian fit to the measured spectrum is also shown. 

TABLE 5. Ionization Frequencies Ru2 o and R o From Measured 
Electron Spectra 

Species 

Spectrum H20 O 

0846 UT (solar wind)* 

(5 cm -3, 2.8 x 105 K) 
1142 UT (magnetosheath)$ 

(20 cm -3, 4 x 105 K) 
1227 UT (solar wind)$ 

(8 cm -3, 1.8 x 105 K) 

0703 UT, March 11 (solar wind)•: 
(10 cm -3, 4.5 x 105 K) 
(5.9 cm -3, 2.00 x 105 K; 

0.47 cm- 3, 9.2 x 105 K; 

0.17 cm -3, 1.5 x 107 K) 
0713 UT, March 9 (mantle)•: 
High-energy peak alone 

(137 cm -3, 4.2 x 105 K) 
(50.2 cm- 3, 8.8 x 10 '• K; 

28.3 cm -3, 3.4 x 105 K; 
10.1 cm -3, 4.0 x 106 K) 

Comet G/Z 
2.5 x 10- ? 1.9 x 10- ? 

(2.2 x 10- 7) (1.5 x 10- 7) 
1.1 x 10 -6 8.3 x 10 -? 

(1.1 x 10 -6) (8.4 x 10 -7) 
2.0x 10-7 1.6x 10-7 

(1.8 x 1 O- 7) (1.4 x 10 - 7) 
Comet Halley 

2.0x 10-7 1.5 x 10-7 

(4.7 x 10-7) (2.7 x 10-7) 
(2.1 x 10 -7) (1.6 x 10 -7) 

2.68 x 10 -6 1.99 x 10 -6 

1.58 x 10 -6 1.11 x 10 -6 

(8 x 10 -6 ) (6x 10 -6 ) 
(3.0 x 10 -6) (2.12 X 10 -6) 

Units of s-•. The numbers in parentheses are the electron densities 
and effective electron temperatures for simple or multi-Maxwellian 

fits to the spectrum. The respective ionization frequencies were calcu- 

lated using these parameters and Table 4. 
*Bame et al. [1986]. 
•' Thomsen et al. [ 1986]. 
•:Gringauz et al. [ 1986a]. 

pile up might be caused by a jump in the electron temperature 
which results in a reduced ion-electron recombination rate. 

Somewhat analogously, the cometary ionosphere models of 

K6r6smezey et al. [1987] and Marconi and Mendis [1986] 

both predict plasma density enhancement where the electron 

temperature jumps. Hence it is suggestive that the location of 

the ion pile up region is approximately the same as the value 

of r• estimated above. 

In summary, the electron distribution in the inner mantle 

(or inner cometary plasma region) should have several compo- 

nents somewhat blended together: (1) a cold, dense compo- 

nent, (2) a photoelectron/secondary component, and (3) 

collision-modified solar wind core and halo components. In 

addition, in the VEGA data [Gringauz et al., 1986a] there also 

appears to be an energetic (•0.5-1 keV) component, which 

seems to be more energetic than a typical solar wind halo 

distribution. Earlier in this paper it was shown that this ener- 

getic component contributes about half of the impact ioniza- 
tion rate. 

8. DISCUSSION 

In this paper it was shown that the electron impact ioniza- 

tion rate in the unshocked solar wind is approximately 50% of 

the photoionization rate for solar minimum conditions. 

Charge exchange with solar wind protons is of approximately 

the same importance as photoionization; however, this pro- 

cess produces heavy ions but is not a source of electrons. For 

solar maximum the photoionization frequencies are 2-3 times 

larger, and electron impact ionization and charge exchange 

processes become relatively less important than during solar 
minimum conditions. The hotter and denser electron distri- 

butions which exist in the magnetosheaths of comets (or any 

planet for that matter) generate values of R s which are about 
equal to, or somewhat larger than, photoionization fre- 
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Fig. 4. The total ionization frequency of H20 (leading to H2 O+, 
OH +, O +, and H + but mostly H2 O+) from electron impact is shown 
along a segment of the ICE spacecraft trajectory near its closest ap- 
proach to comet Giacobini-Zinner. The three-component (cold, mid, 
and hot) electron densities and temperatures from Zwickl et al. [1986] 
(who used a three-component Maxwellian fit to match the observed 
electron spectra) were used together with the normalized ionization 
frequencies from Table 4 to calculate the ionization frequency for 
each component and the sum of the components. The widths of the 
magnetotail and plasma sheet of comet Giacobini-Zinner were taken 
from Slavin et al. [1986] and Meyer-Vernet et al. [1986]. 

quencies. Similarly, electron impact ionization in the near-tail 

region of comet G/Z is comparable in importance to pho- 

toionization. But closer to nucleus in the cometary plasma 

region of comet Halley, electron impact ionization is (possibly) 

much more important than photoionization, largely due to a 

high-energy peak in the observed electron flux. Clearly, nu- 
merical models of the interaction of the solar wind with 

comets should include this extra ionization source if the mass- 

loading rate is not to be underestimated. 

It should be cautioned that the VEGA electron spectrum 

which was used to obtain this large ionization rate near clos- 

est approach is preliminary and might be in error. The elec- 

tron impact ionization, which has been shown to take place 

throughout most of the magnetosheaths of comets Halley and 

Giacobini-Zinner, is basically due to electrons which have un- 

dergone "standard" heating in their passage through the bow 

shock; therefore this ionization source does not require any 
exotic or anomalous mechanism such as the Alfv6n critical 

velocity mechanisms. The electron impact ionization fre- 

quency (or rate) in the inner cometary plasma region (or mag- 

netized ionosphere), on the other hand, is very large and is, in 

large part, due to the high-energy peak. This high-energy peak 

contains too much flux, and the electrons are too energetic to 

be explained as a solar wind halo population, unless it were 

extremely modified. Hence the electron distribution and its 

resulting large ionization rate do require some further expla- 

nation (if they indeed really exist). 

First, let us consider the possibility of the critical velocity 

mechanism [cf. Formisano et al., 1982; Galeev and Lipatoy, 

1984]. The outer boundary of the anomalous ionization 

region calculated from equation (16) of Galeev and Lipatoy 

[1984] is located near 10 '• km for a Halley-type comet. Ac- 
cording to Galeev and Lipatoy [1984] the heated electrons will 

have a temperature of the order of T e • M u2/2, where M is 
the mass of H20, COe, etc.; u is certainly no more than 10 

km/s in this inner region (values more like 1 km/s were mea- 

sured by Giotto, as discussed earlier), and this gives T e • 25 

eV for COe. This temperature is much less than the 0.5-1 keV 

energies of the electrons in the peak. Therefore the critical 

velocity mechanism appears to be an unlikely explanation for 

this energetic peak phenomena. 

The possibility of an "internal" ionization source in excess 

of photoionization in the inner comas of comets was first 

considered by Wurrn [1963] and Wurrn and Mammano [1967], 

who observed the temporal and spatial structure of streamers 

in comet Morehouse and other comets. One explanation for 

this ionization effect was auroral-type precipitation requiring 

the discharge, or interruption, of the cross-tail current system 

lip and Mendis, 1976a, b] (also see reviews by lp and Axford 

[1982] and Mendis et al. [1985]). The high-energy part of the 

spectrum measured by Gringauz et al. [1986a] in the inner 

cometary plasma region is indeed suggestive of terrestrial-type 

auroral spectra in inverted-V events. This possibility is also 

supported by the fact that the magnetic tail of comet Halley is 

well developed because the "hang up" time (same as the con- 

vection time used earlier) of the field lines in the inner plasma 

mantle or cometary plasma region is extremely long. This type 

of auroral activity is less likely to occur, or at least should be 

less vigorous, in comets like G/Z where the tail is less devel- 

oped. 
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